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Ex-first lady Reagan dies at 94
Wife of 40th president
known as trusted aide,
dedicated caregiver
By LOU CANNON
NEW YORK TIMES

Nancy Reagan, the influential and stylish wife of the 40th
president of the United States
who unabashedly put Ronald
Reagan at the center of her life
but who became a political figure in her own right, died Sunday at her home in Los Angeles.

She was 94.
The cause was congestive
heart failure, according to a
statement from Joanne Drake, a
spokeswoman for Reagan.
Nancy Reagan was a fierce
guardian of her husband’s image, sometimes at the expense
of her own, and during Ronald
Reagan’s improbable climb from
a Hollywood acting career to the
governorship of California and
ultimately the White House, she
was a trusted adviser.
“Without Nancy, there would
have been no Gov. Reagan, no

President Reagan,” said Michael Deaver, a longtime aide
and close friend of the Reagans
who died in 2007.
President Barack Obama said
on Sunday that Reagan “had
redefined the role” of first lady,
adding, “Later, in her long goodbye with President Reagan, she
became a voice on behalf of millions of families going through
the depleting, aching reality of
Alzheimer’s, and took on a new
role, as advocate, on behalf of

First lady Nancy
Reagan carries
the family dog,
Rex, as she
and President
Ronald Reagan
walk on the
White House’s
south lawn.
The former
first lady died
Sunday.
DENNIS COOK
ASSOCIATED PRESS, 1986
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MENTAL HEALTH » County expanding psychiatric services in
$1.6M SR facility with greater capacity and support for patients

New place for urgent care
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Clinton,
Sanders
get tough
in debate
Sharp change in tone as
White House hopefuls
tackle issues in Michigan
By NANCY BENAC
and CATHERINE LUCEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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ROOM WITH A VIEW: Roger Thoms of Vila Construction in Santa Rosa prepares to fasten a window frame Wednesday at the new mental health facility in Santa Rosa.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

onoma County has finally mothballed a
nearly half-century-old troubled mental health
facility that for years evoked a darker era of
psychiatric care, a time when patients in crisis were
locked away in drab institutions and forgotten.
Once considered a model of modern behavioral
health care, the severely pared-down Oakcrest
psychiatric facility over the years devolved into
a Band-Aid effort at caring for the county’s most
emotionally and mentally troubled residents.

Plagued by patient escapes, aging facilities,
inadequate services for adults, no services at all
for adolescents and, at times, even bed bugs, the
facility had become a stain on the county’s mental
health department.
Today, the county moves into a brand-new urgent
care center for mental health patients, one that will
provide much-needed services for children and
serve as an access point for low-income residents
seeking outpatient or emergency treatment.
“It greatly expands what we’re already doing,”
TURN TO CARE » PAGE A2

“It provides access that is voluntary, where people can walk
in and get an assessment and be hospitalized, if necessary.”
SHIRLEE ZANE, county supervisor and mental health services advocate

NEW MENTAL
HEALTH CENTER
What: New $1.6 million,
14,066-square-foot mental
health facility
Where: Challenger Way and
Corporate Center Parkway,
Santa Rosa
Services offered: Crisis
assessment, peer support,
stabilization, counseling and
medication for up to 23 hours,
services for children and
low-income residents; referrals
to acute inpatient psychiatric
hospitals or to residential
crisis treatment

FLINT, Mich. — Ratcheting
up the rancor, Hillary Clinton
and Bernie Sanders tangled aggressively in a Democratic presidential debate Sunday night
over trade, Wall Street influence
and more, with Clinton accusing
him of turning
his back on the TRUMP FOES
auto industry EMBOLDENED
and
Sanders Republicans
c o u n t e r i n g looking to derail
that Clinton’s front-runner’s
friends on Wall momentum
Street had “de- get a second
stroyed
this wind / A6
economy.”
It was a marked change in
tone for the two Democrats, signaling Sanders’ increasingly difficult effort to slow the party’s
front-runner. Both candidates
frequently interrupted one another and accused each other of
misrepresenting their records.
“Let’s have some facts instead
of some rhetoric for a change,”
Clinton snapped at Sanders at
one point.
“Let me tell my story, you tell
yours,” Sanders shot back at another. “Your story is voting for
every disastrous trade amendTURN TO DEBATE » PAGE A2

IMMIGRATION » JUDGE SPARKS DEBATE

Are kids really able to defend themselves?
By MOLLY HENNESSY-FISKE
LOS ANGELES TIMES

A federal immigration judge believes migrant toddlers can defend
themselves in court, according to a
deposition in a court case brought
by advocates seeking governmentappointed attorneys for the youths.
“I’ve taught immigration law literally to 3-year-olds and 4-year-olds. It
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takes a lot of time. It takes a lot of patience,” Judge Jack Weil said. “They
get it. It’s not the most efficient, but it
can be done.”
The startling statement from Weil,
a Virginia-based judge responsible
for training his peers, comes at a time
when the number of young unaccompanied migrants crossing the southern border has sharply risen.
In immigration court, there is no
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guarantee of counsel for adults or
children. Advocates for immigrants
have long argued that a person’s ability to make informed decisions — and
their chances of being allowed to stay
in the United States — are enhanced if
an attorney represents them.
Last month, Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., and other
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CREATIVE JUICES FLOWING: Dozens bust out
their bright ideas at the first Make-A-Thon for
burgeoning inventors in Rohnert Park / A3

ILANA PANICH-LINSMAN / NEW YORK TIMES

A child’s shoe hangs in November from a branch near
a border crossing of the Rio Grande in Texas.
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